Where Eagles Dare
Bait That Evil Spirits Use On You

O

ne of the most effective hunting methods in
the world is the use of bait.
Bait brings your prey to you or to a trap.
Animal hunters use bait to lure bear, deer, wolf,
ducks, fish and rats.
Human traffickers use bait to lure woman and
children into slavery.
Evil entities use bait to lure people too!

They’re
using
bait
on you
right
now!

We can all think of many ways that bait is used to
lure people away from salvation such as lust for
money, sex, self-importance and false religions.
Looking around at the world we can see they’re
very successful at hunting people with bait.
So how do evil entities hunt Christians?
It’s not so hard for them to hunt Christians, as if
you’ve read my book, most people who think
they’re Christians aren’t considered so by God!
They’re trapped in false doctrines, in false manmade religions, under false leaders, most living
in deliberate sin, compromise and
unforgiveness, thinking they’re OK.
"For if you forgive men when they sin against
you, your heavenly Father will also forgive you.
But if you do not forgive men their sins, your
Father will not forgive your sins." Mt. 6:14-15
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T

hese people are caught in death traps.

Some animals are harder to bait and catch than
others.
The wolf is very cautious and difficult to bring in,
whereas, the mouse is very easy to trick.
So how do evil entities hunt Eagle Christians?
The Eagle Christian is difficult to bait also…
but not impossible!
Evil entities examine you, like any good hunter
would, to find out how to bring you down.
After all, you are big game to them!
They’ll use the “G” bait on you!
The three G’s have been known to be very
effective... Gold, Greed and Girls/Guys!
If that bait doesn’t work, they’ll use distraction bait
to take you down a false trail so you’ll waste time
squandering your destiny. They’ll use your work,
hobbies, family and friends to lure, delay and
distract you from God’s plans.
This bait can get the job done with the Eagle
Christian usually not suspecting a thing!
Using emotional bait lead many down a dead end
trail. Eagles become consumed with a form of lust
for political, economic, environmental or social ills
and issues that they think are important.
A rarely detected form of bait is the one that lures
the Eagle to a false destiny.
When an Eagle makes a personal decision to
conduct a ministry, battle, intercession, attend
fellowship, etc., they have taken God’s will out of
the plans. This idol bait (self as god) traps many
into thinking they’re doing right, yet they have
decided to follow their will, not God’s.
Jesus always did Father’s will! John 5:19, 30/7:18
/12:49-50/14:31, 1 Corinthians 2:13, 1 Peter 4:11

If you take the bait, you lose, others lose
God loses and guess who wins!

